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ADVERTORIALS...
An advertorial is a balanced combination of advertisement and editorial, which creates a cost-effective and
successful promotional article detailing your business.
Instead of running “just an advertisement” clients can benefit from running free editorial which ensures their simple
advertising campaign is turned into a hard-hitting, informative and fully branded promotion.
Advertorials help stretch that all-important budget a little further; Advertisers pay for 2/3 of the allocated space and
I’ve gone dry... shame
we provide the remaining 1/3 free of charge.
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about the wet weather
AFTER last week’s successful training sessions, I
entered this week full of
optimism.
The big day is less than
two weeks away but I felt
quite confident in my ability
to run and. dare say it, beat
my time from last year.
Wrong! I have only managed one run this week,
which was mainly down to
having one or two too many
glasses of wine at a friend’s
party on Saturday night. I
have now banned myself
from any more alcohol until
after the event.
My one training session
was on Thursday and what
an eventful night that was. I
was joined by Lucy (a youngster), who is going to be my
running partner on the day
— if I can keep up.
Richard decided that it
was finally time to tackle The
Hill but as we only had an
hour, a trip in the car would
save time. It was nice and
cosy in the car being driven
around the second half of the
course so that Lucy could get
a feel for it. Even The Hill
seemed doable.
However, it also made the
distance seem much further
than when running it.
As we drove, the first spots
of rain started to fall. As we
got out of the car at the bottom of Fawley Hill, there was
a clap of thunder and flash
of lightning.
Richard got us star jumping and warming up as the
rain persisted and then
said, “off you go, girls” and
promptly got back in the car.
His excuse was he had a client after our session.
Off we went and the rain
came down harder and
harder until halfway up the

Editorial copy and photographs can be submitted by the client direct to us; alternatively our friendly, helpful staff will
be happy to help you.

Rates available on request.

Out of the office: left to right, town clerk Mike Kennedy, accountant Liz Jones and committee administrator Judith Smith are in training for their challenge

Town hall trio to take part in annual charity race

Henley Plumbing Supplies
Come and ﬁnd out what all the fuss is about
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Unit 4, Centenary Business Park, Station road, Henley-on-Thames RG9 1DS
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The new independent plumbing, heating and
bathroom supplier for Henley-on-Thames
Special
Offer

Come and visit our new premier branch at, Station Road, Henley on Thames. With
branches at Thame and Chipping Norton, we are a leading independent plumbing,

heating and bathroom supplier to the trade and public, in Oxfordshire, with over
Every bathroom
40 years experience in bathroom and heating products.
suite purchased
Our experienced staff are on hand to help, with advice on boilers, heating,
we will save you
plastic and plumbing with products such as Glow-worm, Grant, Polypipe,
20% VAT and
Honeywell and many more leading manufacturers.
give you an extra
Our extensive bathroom showroom has over 40 suites on display with quality
products ranging from, Ideal Standard, Twyfords, Aqualisa, Merlyn Shower
10% discount,
Enclosures, Roca, Heritage and many more. In addition to suites we offer a large
all this and
range of ﬂoor and wall tiles, but being an independent merchant means we can
FREE bathroom
supply any products available on the market at very competitive prices. We won’t
be beaten on price!
accessores. Full
Whether it’s heating or a new bathroom, give us a call for a free of charge no
details on
obligation quotation or pop in and pick up our comprehensive bathroom catalogue.
request
We are very conveniently placed next to the train station with free easy parking.

Open Monday to Friday, 7.30am to 5.00pm and Saturdays 8.00am to 12 noon

THREE employees of Henley Town
Council will be running at the Henley
half marathon and 10k next month.
Town clerk Mike Kennedy,
accountant Liz Jones and committee
administrator Judith Smith are in
training for the event on Sunday,
October 10.
Mr Kennedy also took part in last
year’s 10k — his first competitive road
race — and explained why he was not
moving up to the longer event.
He said: “The dedication and
commitment to training required
to compete in a half marathon is
enormous. My wife would never see me
in the evenings.
“I’ll be running for fun this year
while looking to better last year’s time

of one hour, one minute and 34 seconds.
I’ll be ready for the hill climb second
time around.”
Miss Smith, who will also be taking
part in the 10k, said: “I want to give
myself a challenge and will try to do the
run in under one hour. I already run at
least twice a week but have stepped up
my training to include some more hills.
“I am asking friends, colleagues and
family to sponsor me for Macmillan
Cancer Support.”
Mrs Jones, who will take part in the
half marathon despite suffering from a
toe injury, said: “I am looking forward
to it and am training up to four times
a week. I hope to finish in under two
hours — with a bit of luck and a
following wind.” She will also be raising

money for charity but hasn’t decided
which one yet.
The races will start and finish at
Borlase Field, next to Henley Rugby
Club, at 9.30am and the 2,000-plus
runners will be chip-timed.
There will be a limited number of
entries on the day available up to
8.30am, subject to demand, for £25
each (£11 for ther 10k) but these
runners will not be chip-timed or be
eligible for inclusion in the race results.
All finishers will receive a medal and a
goody bag.
The half marathon event, which is
organised by the Rotary Club of Henley
Bridge, has been running for 26 years.
It is sponsored by Invesco Perpetual
and the Standard.
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Repeat run: Mike Kennedy
after finishing last year’s 10k

SAM RILEY (pictured),
advertising manager
of the Standard, will
be among the participants in the Henley half
marathon on Sunday,
October 10. In the third
of her weekly reports
about her training with
Expert Fitness’ Richard
Hawkins, she discovers
a downside of running
outdoors...
hill it had become a downpour. With soggy clothes
and squelching trainers, we
carried on through puddles
or what seemed liked small
rivers.
The only highlight was the
sight of a double rainbow at
the top of the hill. Richard
was nowhere in sight, probably putting his dry feet up,
having a good laugh at us.
As we approached Fawley
Church, he turned up and
from that point onwards
drove behind us shouting
words of encouragement out
of the window, offering us
drinks and beeping his horn
to make us go faster.
By the time we reached
Middle Assendon we were
soaked but a dry Richard felt
sorry for us and let us back
into the car for the drive
back to the gym. Thanks!
Diary — page 10

ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

How to deal with
family conflict in the
business
Family conflict is a perennial problem for family businesses and a key reason why many
do not survive from one generation to the next, writes Rob Woodthorpe Brown at Coutts
in Reading and Juliette Johnson, Head of UK Family Business at Coutts.
Squabbling siblings, problems between the generations, succession planning,
nepotism, remuneration and perks for family members working in the company: there
are many different sources of conflict in the family business.
A certain amount of conflict is natural. Where you have more than one person involved
in a decision, differences of opinions are inevitable, and indeed can often be a positive
influence. A healthy dialogue is often necessary before families come up with their best
work: it leads to a sort of creative sparring through challenge and discussion.
It is rare that family businesses don’t face some form of conflict at some point in
their lifespan so families need to think about how they are going to deal with conflict
even if it hasn’t reared its head. If there are different family perspectives which aren’t
discussed and catered for, problems can arise when it comes to major decisions, such
as launching a new brand or recruiting senior people to the business from outside the
family.
Poor communication is at the root of a lot of family conflict: if a family doesn’t get its
communication right the chances are that sooner or later they will end up in conflict.
Good communication is particularly important when it comes to third or fourthgeneration family businesses, with cousins who are less likely to know each other
well, have grown up in different households with different values and tend to be more
geographically dispersed.
A key part of the family communication process is being able to acknowledge and
address family issues and create and maintain forums to deal with them. It isn’t always
easy, but the more families can create a safe environment, which promotes openness
and honesty, the more prepared they will be to deal with whatever issues arise.

What family businesses can do:
• Recognise that differences of opinion are not necessarily a bad thing; how they are
dealt with is more important.
• Communication protocols can help establish ground rules so that the family knows
what they can expect in terms of communication and vice versa.
• Families should strive to reach decisions by consensus as far as possible and
consistently to speak with ‘one voice.’
• Training and education can help prepare family members to act as stewards of the
business.
• Differences should be addressed proactively where possible. It is better for families
to ask in advance how they would deal with potential conflict, even if they are not
currently experiencing it.
• Family Constitutions, Shareholder Agreements and other similar
agreements, either legal or moral, can help manage expectations and
create clarity.
Advice to family businesses about issues such as succession
planning and governance is just one of the services on offer to Coutts
clients in the Reading area
For more information contact
Robert Woodthorpe Browne, Client Partner, on 0118 3733508
or rob.browne@coutts.com or visit www.coutts.com/reading
Coutts & Co is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.
Coutts & Co Registered in England No 36695
Registered Office 440 Strand London WC2R 0QS. Calls may be recorded.

“This is just to let you know that following the Editorial and advert, I had
a stream of applications to join the Club, so much so that the only way of
reducing the numbers to the available capacity was to ask people to prepay for the first event on 2nd Dec. 45 have now pre-paid, and we are now
FULL. There are also another 30 people on the waiting list. Many thanks,
Kind regards”

Michael
The Backhouse Club
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